Importance of fiberoptic bronchoscopy before and during chemotherapy for small cell carcinoma of the lung in the evaluation of complete remission.
The aim of our study was to evaluate the role of fiberoptic bronchoscopy both in diagnosing patients with small cell lung carcinoma and in assessing complete remission following combination chemotherapy. Although there were 90 patients in this study, 33 patients received the complete restaging procedure. Initially at diagnosis, all lesions seen through the bronchoscopy were localized to central bronchi in 22 patients. In the other 10 patients there was either bronchial distortion or abnormal mucosal appearance. In the last one no endoscopic lesion was assessed. Following combination chemotherapy complete remission in 12 patients was assessed by comparing the findings at repeat fiberoptic bronchoscopy with those of chest radiology. In this study, three (25%) of 12 patients with negative radiological patterns were still affected by the tumor at fiberoptic bronchoscopy. The higher reliability of fiberoptic bronchoscopy than that of standard chest X-ray is emphasized.